
Bearing-types for Groschopp AC-motors 

VE40-D-B/D1-HN                           

Worm wheel gearboxes - 
single reduction

ratios from 6,75:1 to 80:1 possible

modular design
✔ Cap (tap hole) 
✔ Base (optional) 
✔ Flange (optional) 

good efficiency factor

Increased load capacity, low-noise

different mounting-options

great cleaning possibilites because of smooth surface

hollow shaft

O-ring-seal of bearing-cap

motor shaft support possible on demand

„New Power Generation“ Design 

custom-made production possible for series 

While the VE31 can already be used gear 

ratio dependant with  a continuous torque 

of 12-16 Nm, the VE40 still reaches up to 

45 Nm, achieving about three times the 

torque.  The  reliable  thermal  dissipation 

of the powerful VE40 worm wheel gear-

box achieves up to 95 Watts almost four 

times the thermal dissipation compared to 

the other models. 

The VE40 is similarly modular to the VE31 

and  can  be  combined  with  flanges  and 

gearbox-bases  cost  efficiently.  It  can  be 

operated variably in all positions around 

the motor.

Certifications
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   smooth compact-gearbox

 up to 45Nm 

The hollow shaft version can also be trans-

formed into a full shaft version by adding a 

seperate insert shaft thereby offering maxi-

mum flexibility.



 

drawing VE40-D-B

drawing VE40-D1-HN
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Available gear ratios/nominal torque

draw types
Gear ratios i 6,75 10:1 15:1 20:1 30:1 50:1 80:1

MN operation mode: S1 [Nm] 45 45 45 45 45 45 34

Assembly types
Gear ratios i 25:1 40:1 60:1

MN operation mode: S1 [Nm] 40 45 32

technical data

maximum load of the drive shaft

  maximum radial load 700 N (at center of output shaft extension)

  maximum axial load 300 N 

static self-locking*1 from i=60:1 *)

maximum thermal dissipation 
(continuous operation)

95 W

optional: - shaft left or shaft right freely projecting
- flange- and version with base on demand

weight hollow shaft type about. 2,5 kg

material of worm wheel bronze

*) Shock and deterioration can influence the self-locking or even void it. A self-locking indentation can not always make up 
for a break or a non-return device. 

Operation efficiency nmot =1400 min-1
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Options

Base

H R S T U V W Y Z 

[mm] Ø [mm]

72 81 3 100 52 98 121 144 10,5

output-flange 

ØD E G L N O P Q

[mm]

60 9 9 60,5 28 87 110 8,5
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Torque support arm
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